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Financial Services
GDP

Exports

$14B | 4%

NA

+15% v 5 years ago

*Service export by industry
unavailable*

Employment

Median Wages

63k | 3%

$29/hour

+5% v 5 years ago

+16% v 5 years ago
*median includes Real Estate

Capital Investment

R&D

$0.3B | 5%

NA

-44% v 5 years ago

*Sample too small to
estimate*

The financial services industry added $14B to provincial GDP in
2019, representing about 4% of the Alberta economy.
The industry includes a range of businesses related to finance:
banks, trust and loan companies, insurance companies, credit
unions, and pension managers, to name a few.
The industry has been essential in enabling the growth of
Alberta’s economy to date and will be critical to its future
success as well.
It also has close ties to the real estate market, providing
Albertans the financing necessary to buy a house, and
developers the financing necessary to build offices and
storefronts.
The industry has grown moderately over the last few years, with
GDP up 15% and employment up 5%.
Capital investment is not as important to the financial services
industry, representing just 5% of Alberta’s capital investment.
Yet, there has been a notable decline of 44% in 5 years.
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Financial Services: Key Trends & Forces
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Interest Rates
The inevitable tightening of monetary policy and rise in interest rates will be harmful for those with high levels of
debt, of which there are many. Further, home equity lines of credit, which consumers commonly leverage for debt
financing, are also at risk if the value of real estate does not continue in its current upward trajectory indefinitely.

Consumer Education & Trust
A lack of financial literacy is common across Canada. Additionally, there is a growing distrust of the industry.
Better platforms for education and engagement, including software and apps that help consumers to feel more
in control and connect them with resources, could play a large role in addressing both, leading to better financial
planning.

Energy
Canada’s financial services—through its lending, investment, and insurance—is closely tied with the oil and gas
industry. This is especially true in Alberta which has a large number of consumers—individuals and businesses—
tied to the industry. Because of the challenges in the face of decarbonization, debt issued to these parties is
increasingly viewed as higher risk. At the same time, large capital investments are needed to create the energy
systems of the future.
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Financial Services: SWOT Analysis
Strengths
A strong financial ecosystem comprised of banks, trust and loan
companies, insurance companies, credit unions, securities
dealers, pension fund managers, etc.
A robust regulatory environment which has ensured the stability
of the sector to date
A fiscal environment of low taxes which is conducive to the
sector and its growth
A large number of high income earners in the province which
makes for a well-funded capital base
Persistent growth of new customers due to immigration

Opportunities
Better education and financial literacy of the consumer
A growing female economy, changing wealth dynamics, and
better data on financial inclusion
Being a leader in the development and use of FinTech: software,
technologies, and apps to improve the knowledge and abilities
of the workforce and to help consumers to better understand
and manage their savings, investment, and debt
The ability to enable and support the evolution of energy, which
will require major capital investments, and the growth of new
industries
Alberta’s Recovery Plan and forthcoming sector strategies
which shines a light on Finance and Fintech

Weaknesses
Loan approval dependent on stable jobs and predictable income
which is increasingly precarious for certain workers in the province
High rates of business and car insurance compared with other
provinces and US states
A lack of financial literacy of consumers, something true across
provinces
High levels of consumer mortgage and non-mortgage debt which
could trickle down generations
Access to financial capital a greater barrier for women and
racialized individuals

Threats
Resiliency of Canada’s—and particularly Alberta’s—financial
services sector dependent on the oil and gas industry
Climate change and natural disasters such as floods and fires
will put upward pressure on insurance rates, decreasing
business competitiveness
The tightening of monetary policy could spell trouble for
indebted Albertans and businesses
The potential for a correction in the housing market, an equity
that consumers often bet on
Consumer spending and borrowing based on previous income
levels which may never return
FinTech & the use of cryptocurrency pose threat workforce
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